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TECHNICAL NOTES
Rate of Capillary Rise in Soil
N. Lu1 and W. J. Likos2

Abstract: A rigorous closed-form analytical solution is developed for analyzing the rate of capillary rise in soils. The new solu
be reduced to Terzaghi’s classical solution if the nonlinearity in the hydraulic conductivity with changing soil suction is ignored
obtained using the new solution are compared with Terzaghi’s classical solution and a series of previously documented experi
from open-tube capillary rise tests. The new solution is a significant improvement over the previous solution, thus providing mor
and practical predictions for the rate of capillary rise in unsaturated soils.
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CE Database subject headings: Unsaturated flow; Unsaturated soils; Soil water; Hydraulic gradients.
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Introduction

Capillary rise is a well known unsaturated soil phenomenon
describes the movement of pore water from lower elevatio
higher elevation driven by the hydraulic head gradient ac
across the curved pore air/pore water interface. Three funda
tal physical characteristics related to capillary rise are of prim
practical concern:~1! the maximum height of capillary rise,~2!
the fluid storage capacity of capillary rise, and~3! the rate o
capillary rise. Each of these aspects has an important influen
the overall engineering behavior of unsaturated soil/water sys
and is a complex function of both the soil and pore water p
erties. The development and improvement of new or existing
perimental, analytical, and numerical techniques for measuri
modeling the height, storage capacity, and rate of capillary
and the dependence of each on the relevant soil and pore
properties has historically been an active subject of basic
applied soils research~e.g., Malik et al. 1989; Parlange et
1990; Lu et al. 1995; Stephens 1996!.

As early as 1943, Terzaghi formulated a simple theory b
on Darcy’s law and saturated hydraulic conductivity for pred
ing the rate of capillary rise in a one-dimensional column of
In the same decade, Lane and Washburn~1946! conducted a sys
tematic experimental study that included measurements o
height and rate of capillary rise in carefully controlled column
gravel, sand, and silt. The Lane and Washburn~1946! study and
subsequent laboratory studies have unambiguously showe
Terzaghi’s original analytical solution significantly overpred
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the rate of capillary rise, often by as much as 2 orders of m
tude.

Theoretical Development

To arrive at his solution for the rate of capillary rise, Terza
~1943! made two major assumptions:~1! that Darcy’s law fo
saturated fluid flow is roughly applicable to unsaturated flow,
~2! that the hydraulic gradient responsible for capillary rise ca
approximated as follows:

i 5
hc2z

z
(1)

wherehc5ultimate height of capillary rise; andz5distance mea
sured positive upward from the elevation of the water table~Fig.
1!. Physically,hc represents the drop in pressure head acros
air–water interface at the wetting front in the soil pores.

Terzaghi’s other assumption, Darcy’s law is valid for capil
rise, can be expressed in familiar mathematical terms as fol

q5ksi 5n
dz

dt
(2)

whereq5discharge velocity;ks5saturated hydraulic conductiv
of the soil; andn5soil porosity.

Solving Eqs.~1! and ~2! and imposing an initial condition
zero capillary rise at zero time, Terzaghi arrived at the follow
solution describing the location of the capillary wetting frontz as
an implicit function of time:

t5
nhc

ks
S ln

hc

hc2z
2

z

hc
D (3)

Fig. 1 shows a conceptual model for capillary rise and
associated relationship between suction head and water co
i.e., the soil–water characteristic curve. The soil profile is d
eated by three distinct zones: a saturated zone located belo
water table where the pore water pressure is positive, a sat
zone located below the air-entry head (ha) but above the wate
table where the pore water pressure is negative with resp
atmospheric pressure, and an unsaturated zone located abo
air-entry head where capillary water rises as a series of conn

or disconnected fingers to an ultimate heighthc .
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The hydraulic conductivity of the unsaturated soil loca
above the air-entry head decreases dramatically as the pores
to drain and the degree of saturation decreases with incre
rise. By the time the wetting front approacheshc , the degree o
saturation could be as low as a few percent and the hydr
conductivity may be reduced by as much as 5–7 orders of
nitude its value at saturation. This significant reduction in hyd
lic conductivity, together with the reduction in the available d
ing head (hc2z), leads to a significant decrease in the rat
capillary rise as time progresses and the wetting front move
ward. Assuming that the hydraulic conductivity is a cons
equal to the saturated conductivity is unrealistic, as Terz
~1943! realized, and results in consequent overprediction o
rate of capillary rise.

The characteristic dependence of hydraulic conductivity
respect to degree of saturation or suction in unsaturated soi
been a focus of intensive experimental and theoretical res
since Terzaghi’s~1943! original work. Numerous mathematic
models for describing the unsaturated hydraulic conduct
function have been developed, the majority of which accoun
the drastic reduction in hydraulic conductivity with increas
suction using either exponential, power, or series functions. G
ner’s ~1958! one-parameter exponential model was selected i
current theoretical development for its simplicity, versatility,
direct correlation to capillary rise parameters. Gardner’s~1958!
model is expressed in terms of the saturated hydraulic cond
ity ks and suction headh as follows:

k5ks exp~2ah! (4)

wherea5parameter representing the rate of decrease in hyd
conductivity with decreasing suction head and is proportion
the width of the soil’s pore size distribution. The inverse ofa has
also been interpreted as the air-entry head, or equivalently, a
height of the saturated portion of the capillary fringe, i.e.,ha

51/a ~Fig. 1!.
Eq. ~4! is demonstrated in Fig. 2~a! by comparison with pub

lished experimental data for typical sand~Richards 1952! and
clay ~Moore 1939!, indicating the versatility and capability of t
model for reasonable approximation of the conductivity funct
Fig. 2~b! provides a more general illustration of the model’s c
acteristics for material parameters (ks and a! representative o
three typical soil types.

Assuming Eq.~1! as the driving hydraulic gradient during ca

Fig. 1. Conceptual model for capillary rise and associated soil–w
characteristic curve
illary rise and Eq.~4! for the hydraulic conductivity at the wetting
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n

front z, a governing equation for the rate of capillary rise can
written as follows:

dz

dt
5

ks

n
exp~2az!

hc2z

z
(5)

The Appendix contains the detailed solution to Eq.~5!, which
can be written in series form as follows:

t5
n

ks
(
j 50

m5`
a j

j ! S hc
j 11 ln

hc

hc2z
2(

s50

j hc
szj 112s

j 112s D (6)

If the nonlinearity in hydraulic conductivity is ignored by s

Fig. 2. Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function according
Gardner~1958! one-parameter exponential model:~a! Comparison
with experimental data of Richards~1952! and Moore~1939!, and~b!
typical characteristics for different soil types
ting the series indexm to zero, Eq.~6! reduces to Terzaghi’s
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~1943! original analytical solution@Eq. ~3!#. Evaluation of the
proposed solution using published experimental data~presented i
the following section! has indicated that convergent solutions
a wide range of soil types are obtained by settingm equal to 10

The material parametera can be determined if either the h
draulic conductivity function or soil–water characteristic cu
are known or estimated. Given the former,a can be determined
conjunction with Gardner’s~1958! model to determine the ‘‘be
fit’’ value. Given the latter,a can be determined using a graph
technique to estimate the air-entry headha and by recognizin
that a may be interpreted as its inverse. The practical rangea
for most soils reported in the literature varies from 1 cm21 for
coarse-grained materials to 0.001 cm21 or lower for relatively
fine-grained materials. The ultimate height of capillary risehc

may be approximated using a capillary tube analogy and app
the Young–Laplace equation to analyze mechanical equilib
at the rising air/water interface. Where uncertainties in the v
ity of the capillary tube analogy are of concern, alternative
pirical models for real soils which express the height of capi
rise as a function of density~e.g., void ratio! and grain size prop
erties~e.g.,D10) may be adopted~e.g., Hazen 1930!. If both hc

andha are known, a dimensionless parameterahc equal tohc /ha

may be written.

Experimental Verification

Lane and Washburn~1946! reported a systematic experimen
study on the height and rate of capillary rise using capillarim
and open-tube column tests. Soils were prepared from na
sandy gravel that was graded and remixed in desired propo
to create eight ‘‘classes’’ of soils representing a wide rang
grain size and grain size distribution. Direct measurements
obtained for saturated hydraulic conductivityks , porosityn, soil–
water characteristic curves, total height of capillary fringehc ,
rate of capillary rise~e.g., the elevation of wetting front as
function of time!, and in some cases the height of the satur
portion of the capillary fringeha .

Air-dried samples of the test soils, designated as classes
were compacted into 2 in.~5.08 cm! or 4 in. ~10.16 cm! diamete
transparent Lucite tubes for measurement of the wetting
during rise, the maximum height of capillary rise, and the he
of the capillary fringe. Each soil column was assembled usi
layering technique and compacted using a rammer accomp
by tapping the sides of the tube with a mallet. The tubes were
covered on the bottom with a perforated brass plate and p
vertically in a pan of tap water. The height of capillary rise w
measured as a function of time by observing the differenc
elevation between the free surface of the water in the pan an
wetting front in the soil tube. Readings were continued on
hourly, daily, and then weekly basis until the height of the ca
lary rise appeared to be constant with time, requiring less tha
days for the relatively coarse materials and up to 400 day
some of the more fine-grained classes of material.

Fig. 3 shows height of capillary rise as a function of time fr
the experimental measurements for the class 2@Fig. 3~a!# and
class 4@Fig. 3~b!# materials, a poorly graded coarse sand,
poorly graded fine sand, respectively. Experimental data fo
Class 5 and 6 soils, a well-distributed coarse sand with fine
a sandy silt, respectively, are shown in Figs. 4~a and b!.

Rates of rise for these four soils were predicted using Te
ghi’s ~1943! solution@Eq. ~3!# and the new analytical solution E

~6!. Direct measurements ofha were not available for the Class 2

648 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
and 4 soils but were available for Classes 5 and 6. Accordi
ahc for use in Eq.~6! was estimated in terms of ‘‘best fit’’ to th
experimental data for the former two soils and was input dire
for modeling the latter two.

For the Class 2 coarse sand@Fig. 3~a!#, Terzaghi’s equatio
overpredicts the rate of capillary rise by about 2 orders of m
nitude. By selecting a dimensionless parameter (ahc) value equa
to 5, a nearly identical rate of capillary rise is obtained using
new solution after the initial 15 min of testing. For the fine s
@Fig. 3~b!#, Terzaghi’s equation again overpredicts the rate of
by approximately 2 orders of magnitude, whereas the new
tion ~for ahc between 4 and 5! is within 1 order of magnitude fo
the first 20 days of the test and is close to the experimenta
from 20 to 90 days. Terzaghi’s solution for the Class 5 mat
@Fig. 4~a!# once again shows an overestimation of the rate of
by about 2 orders of magnitude. The new solution, usingahc

52.0 from the original measurements, is accurate up to ab
days, but overpredicts the rate by about 1 order of magnitude

Fig. 3. Comparison of Terzaghi’s solution, experimental data f
Lane and Washburn~1946!, and new analytical solution for:~a!
Coarse sand and~b! fine sand
2 days. Closer examination of the original experimental data,
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however, reveals several ‘‘stepped’’ periods in the later time
uncharacteristic behavior attributed by Lane and Wash
~1946! to result from possible nonhomogeneity in the soil colu
introduced by the layering and compaction process that may
caused variation in hydraulic conductivity. Finally, for the Clas
soil @Fig. 4~b!#, Terzaghi’s solution yields a rate of rise about fi
times higher than the experimental data, whereas the pro
analytical solution (ahc51.4) closely follows the experiment
rate after 10 days. Based on these data sets, it appears that~6!
is capable of predicting much more realistic rates of capillary
than Terzaghi’s original solution. The predicted behavior is wi
the margin of experimental errors introduced by nonhomoge
in particle and pore size distribution.

Summary and Conclusions

A rigorous analytical solution is developed for analyzing the
of capillary rise in soils. Comparison with experimental d
available in the literature shows that the new solution is a sig

Fig. 4. Comparison of Terzaghi’s solution, experimental data f
Lane and Washburn~1946!, and new analytical solution for:~a!
Coarse sand with fines and~b! sandy silt
cant improvement over Terzaghi’s classical~1943! analytical so-

JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND
lution, thus providing more realistic predictions for the rate
capillary rise in unsaturated soils. The new solution can b
duced to Terzaghi’s solution if the dependence of hydraulic
ductivity on soil suction is ignored. The solution provides a
oretical basis for unsaturated soil parameter identification, m
validation, and field and laboratory predictions related to capi
rise in unsaturated soils. The solution may also provide m
accurate geotechnical design guidelines for practical engine
problems involving time dependent wetting processes resu
from capillary rise.

Appendix. Development of Analytical Solution
The governing equation for one-dimensional capillary rise is
~5!

dz

dt
5

ks

n
exp~2az!

hc2z

z
(7)

By Taylor’s series expansion, we have

exp~az!5(
j 50

m
~az! j

j !
(8)

Where the series indexm goes to infinity. With Eq.~8!, Eq. ~7!
becomes

( j 50
m

a j zj 11

j !

hc2z
dz5(

j 50

m
a j zj 11

j ! ~hc2z!
dz5

ks

n
dt (9)

Integrating the above equation, we have

E (
j 50

m
a j zj 11

j ! ~hc2z!
dz5(

j 50

m
a j

j ! E zj 11

~hc2z!
dz5

ks

n E dt

(10)

From Gradshteyn et al.~1994!, p. 69, we have a general form
integration

E zj 11

a1bz
dz5

zj 11

~ j 11!b
2

azj

~ j !b2
1

a2zj 21

~ j 21!b3
2...

1~21! j
ajz

1•bj 11
1

~21! j 11aj 11

bj
ln~a1bz!

(11)

From Eq. ~10!, we havea5hc , and b521 so that the abov
equation becomes

E zj 11

hc2z
dz5

zj 11

~ j 11!~21!
2

hcz
j

~ j !~21!2
1

hc
2zj 21

~ j 21!~21!3
2...

1~21! j
hc

j z

1•~21! j 11
1

~21! j 11hc
j 11

~21! j
ln~hh2z!

(12)

The above equation can be rewritten in a compact form

E zj 11

hc2z
dz52(

s50

j hc
szj 112s

j 112s
2hc

j 11 ln~hc2z! (13)

Substituting Eq.~13! back into Eq.~10!, we have

ks

n
t1C52(

m
a j

j ! F(j hc
szj 112s

j 112s
1hc

j 11 ln~hc2z!G (14)

j 50 s50
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Imposing the initial and boundary condition of zero rise at t
equals to zero, we have

ks

n
t5(

j 50

m
a j

j ! F2(
s50

j hc
szj 112s

j 112s
1hc

j 11 ln
hc

hc2zG (15)
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The fall-cone method proposed by the writer includes using a
small specimen ring as a necessity to run a good test. The major
reason is that, as described in the paper, the amount of soil re-
quired for one plastic limit fall-cone test is therefore greatly re-
duced. The small specimen ring takes only a 6.3 cm3 soil sample,
as compared with a 93 cm3 soil sample taken by the standard
specimen cup used for the fall-cone liquid limit test. Another
important reason is that the specimen ring facilitates preparing
good-quality specimens �Feng 2000�. In those plastic limit fall-
cone tests carried out by the writer, the lowest depth of penetra-
tion was around 4 mm, at which point the soil paste was still
sufficiently plastic that preparing a specimen with the small ring
was rather easy.

The discussers’ Method 1 may be of little practical signifi-
cance, since it is neither convenient nor accurate as compared
with their Method 2. In fact, the discussers’ Method 1 is likely to
frighten practicing engineers since it requires a double amount of
tests. The discussers’ Method 2 is compared with the writer’s
method in Table 1.

Assumption �1a� is not made in Feng �2000, 2001, or in the
original paper�. The linear log d� log w relationship has been
found by the writer from direct observation of a large number of
fall-cone test results. The linear log d� log w relationship may be
interpreted as a linear log cu� log w relationship only when As-
sumption �2� is applied to a wide range of water content. How-
ever, the fall-cone factor �cud2 /W� may vary with the water con-
tent or the depth of fall-cone penetration �e.g., Brown and Huxley
1996�. The writer has recently used a fall-cone apparatus and a
laboratory vane apparatus to study the variations of fall-cone fac-

Table 1. Comparisons Between Kodikara’s Method and Feng’s Method

Item Kodikara’s method Feng’s method

Specimen container Cup Ring

Assumptions �1a�, �2�, �3� �2�, �3�

Volume of specimen 93 cm3 6.3 cm3

Minimum range of
extrapolation

Between 15 and 2 mm Between 4 and 2 mm
278 / JOURNAL OF GEOTECHNICAL AND GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINE
tor with the water content. Table 1 indicates that Kodikara’s
method includes an extrapolation of the measured linear regres-
sion log d� log w relationship from at least 15 to 2 mm to esti-
mate the plastic limit. Such an extent of extrapolation may not be
a comfortable practice for most engineers. It is therefore logical to
obtain the linear log w� log d relationship as close to the plastic
limit as possible to better estimate the plastic limit. This consid-
eration is the primary one in the fall-cone plastic limit method
proposed by the writer. Finally, the writer agrees that new meth-
ods for determining the plastic limit are always welcome and
worthy of research by creative civil engineers.
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The authors have presented an interesting analytical frame-
work for estimating the capillary rise rate in unsaturated soils,
considering the variation of soil unsaturated hydraulic conductiv-
ity with respect to suction head. The authors assumed the same
hypotheses as those assumed originally by Terzaghi �1943� which
are as follows: �1� a hydraulic gradient related to capillary rise
defined by Eq. �1�; and �2� Darcy’s law describing capillary rise is
valid �Eq. �2��. In Eq. �2�, the term dz /dt denotes the seepage
velocity. On the basis of Lambe and Whitman �1979�, defining the
seepage velocity using Eq. �2� implicitly involves three more
assumptions that the authors do not address. assumptions are as
follows:
• The water path within the soil in a macroscopic scale is a

straight line.
• The seepage velocity magnitude evaluated by using Eq. �2� is

indeed the average seepage velocity developed through the
interconnected soil pores �of different sizes� conducting water.

• The seepage velocity �dz /dt� is equal to the discharge velocity
�q� divided by soil porosity �n�.
Concerning the first implicit assumption, it is well known that

the water path through soil pores is tortuous. Burdine �1952� and
Corey �1954� observed that the water path tortuosity increases
with the soil’s degree of saturation decrease. Assuming a linear
water path automatically implies that the effect of water-path
tortuosity on the capillary rise rate is disregarded. The authors did
not discuss the effect of assuming a straight-line water path dur-
ing capillary rise independent of the soil’s degree of saturation.

Corey �1994� presents a simple model that describes the effect of

ERING © ASCE / FEBRUARY 2006



waterpath tortuosity that could be incorporated into the proposed
analytical framework. The influence of the second and third
implicit assumptions on the analytical model that the authors
proposed is addressed as follows. Once the authors assumed that
the soil hydraulic conductivity was a function of suction head, the
second assumption and mainly the third implicit assumption
�dz /dt=q /n� should be carefull analyzed, mostly considering that
the soil starts undergoing unsaturated flow. The suction head mag-
nitudes reached during unsaturated flow can be higher than the
soil air entry-level magnitude. Fig. 1 shows a theoretical model
that describes the water flow through an unsaturated soil control
volume. Fig. 1�b� shows the tortuosity of the water path in a
microscopic scale and the straight-line water path assumed on a
macroscopic scale, whereas Fig. 1�c� depicts the theoretical seep-
age velocity model describing the volume of solids �Vs�, the
volume of water stored within the control volume �Vw�, and the
volume of voids fulfilled with air �Vair�. The model shown in
Fig. 1�c� is similar to the model proposed by Lambe and Whitman
�1979� in that it considers an average seepage velocity denoted by
the lump sum of the cross-section areas of the voids filled with
water �Aw� and the water path in a macroscopic scale as a straight
line �see Fig. 1�b��. However, the model presented in Fig. 1�c�
differs from the model proposed by Lambe and Whitman �1979�,
since it assumes that the air phase within the soil is continuous
�denoted by the volume of air, Vair�. This assumption indirectly
implies that the suction head within the soil control volume is
higher than the soil air entry-level magnitude. On the basis of the
principle of continuity, the seepage velocity within the unsatur-
ated soil control volume equals

dz

dt
= q

A

Aw
�1�

where A�cross-section area of the control volume and Aw�lump
sum of the cross-section areas of the pores conducting water.
Multiplying the numerator and the denominator of the term on the
right side of Eq. �1� by the control volume length �L� gives

dz

dt
= q

V

Vw
�2�

where V�volume of the control volume and Vw�volume of water
stored within the control volume since the soil volumetric water

Fig. 1. Seepage velocity theoretical model for unsaturated soils: �a
content is equal to the ratio between the volume of water stored
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within the control volume and the volume of the control volume
�Vw /V�, Eq. �2� becomes

dz

dt
=

q

�
�3�

where ��soil volumetric water content. Eq. �3� indicates that the
seepage velocity within an unsaturated soil is a function of the
soil volumetric water content. Analysis of Eq. �3� indicates that
the seepage velocity within an unsaturated soil is a function of
soil porosity only for suction-head magnitudes lower than the soil
air entry level. For suction-head magnitudes higher than the air
entry-level magnitude, the seepage velocity developed through an
unsaturated soil is a function of the volumetric water content at
the respective soil cross section undergoing flow. The assumption
of seepage velocity as a function of soil porosity independently of
the soil’s degree of saturation �as proposed by the authors� leads
to consistent underestimation of the actual seepage velocity
developed during capillary rise. Considering the seepage velocity
as defined by Eq. �3�, it can be concluded that the governing
equation for the rate of capillary rise proposed by the authors in
their Eq. �5� might be better defined as

dz

dt
=

ks

�
exp�− �z�

hc − z

z
�4�

Since the volumetric water content is also a function of the
suction head �defined by the soil-water retention curve�, the solu-
tion of Eq. �4� no longer can be conducted following the steps,
proposed by the authors �Eq. �10� in the Appendix�. The analyti-
cal solution of Eq. �4� probably provides a better fit to the experi-
mental data of Lane and Washburn �1946�.
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The authors have presented an analytical solution for water
capillary rise in porous media. The solution allows for the reduc-
tion in hydraulic conductivity resulting from desaturation. Unfor-
tunately, the authors have not considered the water retention
effects of desaturation in their analysis, despite showing this
effect schematically in their Fig. 1. Their solution is therefore
inaccurate for capillary rise prediction. In their analysis, Eq. �2�
represents the upward rate of capillary flux, which was calculated
by assuming that the medium is saturated. They have used the
same equation when they incorporated the reduction of hydraulic
conductivity attributable to desaturation, given in their Eq. �4�.
Allowing for desaturation, the authors’ Eq. �2� should be written
as

q = nS
dz

dt
= ksexp�− �h�i �1�

The degree of saturation S is a function of matric suction head
h �i.e., the water-retention function or the soil water characteristic
curve�; and for the sake of this analysis, if we approximate it to
follow the same function as the hydraulic conductivity function,
Eq. �1� can be rewritten as

q = n exp�− �h�
dz

dt
= ksexp�− �h�i �2�

Eq. �1� reduces to the authors’ original Eq. �2� applicable to
saturated conditions. In other words, if we assume that the soil
water characteristic curve and the hydraulic conductivity follow
the same functional form, the authors’ Eq. �3� �derived by
Terzaghi �1943�, as cited by the authors� is applicable under both
saturated and desaturated conditions. This outcome is somewhat
intriguing, but it means that the reduction of hydraulic conductiv-
ity is compensated by the reduction in pore space filled by the
capillary rise, thereby keeping the rate of rise pretty much the
same. Although the authors’ Eq. �3� is simple, the actual capillary
rise process may deviate from it because of a number of other
complications. As noted by Lee et al. �2003�, the derivation of the
authors’ Eq. �3� assumes a sharp wetting front, steady-state con-
ditions after initial filling, and the soil water characteristic curve
applicable to wetting. In addition, inertial effects can play a sig-
nificant role at the beginning of rise, causing the initial behavior
to deviate from the theory. The functional form of the soil water
characteristic curve can significantly differ from the hydraulic
conductivity function, especially for a wetting phase. The appli-

cable value of hc in the authors’ Eq. �3� is actually an average
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value for the pore matrix. If the assumption of sharp wetting front
is valid, then it may be assumed that hc is a constant. But under
general desaturated conditions, applicable hc can vary, as the
capillary rise progresses. Another aspect to consider is that after
reaching the rise relevant to the residual water content of wetting,
the vapor flux will dominate the capillary flux. The exact analysis
of capillary rise may be complicated and will depend heavily on
material properties and structure. Nevertheless, simplified forms
are still useful, particularly for some materials and field applica-
tions, provided that their region of validity is properly examined
and stated �e.g., Lee et al. 2003�. The authors’ analytical solution
given in Eq. �6�, however, is not suitable for capillary rise or
rate prediction under desaturated conditions because it fails to
properly account for desaturation.
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The writers appreciate the discussers’ interest in the paper. The
discusser Kodikara provides four suggestions to improve our ana-
lytical solution for the rate of capillary rise in soil: �1� explicit
consideration of pore desaturation above the air entry head; �2�
consideration of inertial effects; �3� redefinition of the ultimate
height of capillary rise, hc; and �4� consideration of vapor flux.
The discusser Dell’ Avanzi suggests explicit consideration of
water-path tortuosity and echoes the first discusser’s comments
regarding pore desaturation above the air entry head.

Both discussers are correct in pointing out that the pore space
in soil above the capillary fringe �air entry head� is partially satu-
rated during capillary rise and that the authors’ analytical solution
for the rate of rise does not explicitly consider this effect. Explicit
consideration of desaturation, however, may not be amenable to
an improved analytical solution. Kodikara offers one approach for
doing so by considering a soil-water characteristic curve �SWCC�
with the same functional form as the hydraulic conductivity func-
tion �HCF� adopted by the authors �Gardner 1958�. This approach
is shown to lead to Terzaghi’s �1943� original solution for the rate
of capillary rise �Eq. �3� of the paper�, which was derived under
the assumption of saturated conditions.

The authors consider two deficiencies with the discusser’s pro-
posed approach. First, Terzaghi’s solution, as widely recognized
by many researchers and as illustrated by comparison with experi-

mental data �Figs. 3 and 4 of the writers’ paper� significantly
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deviates from observed behavior, typically by several orders of
magnitude. Second, although the discusser presents an elegant
mathematical way to recover Terzaghi’s solution, assuming that
the SWCC follows the same functional form and same exponen-
tial decay constant � as the HCF is not physically representative
for most soils. The discusser recognizes this deficiency by stating
that “the functional form of the SWCC can significantly differ
from the HCF,” which renders the proposed approach by the dis-
cusser somewhat contradictory.

Dell’ Avanzi suggests a governing equation for the rate of rise
that incorporates desaturation through the SWCC, and he asserts
that its solution will provide a better fit to experimental data,
but he, unfortunately, does not present the solution or an approxi-
mation to it. Without actually presenting a new solution and com-
paring it with previous solutions and experimental data, the
discusser’s conclusion is speculative and remains unjustified.
Dell’ Avanzi also suggests that incorporating Corey’s �1994� tor-
tuosity model into the authors’ analysis may render an improved
analytical solution. Corey’s model describes water-path tortuosity
as a function of soil degree of saturation as

T�S� � Tsat�1 − Sr

S − Sr
�2

�1�

where Sr�residual degree of saturation and Tsat�saturated tortu-
osity, defined as

Tsat = � le

l
�2

�2�

where l�macroscopic distance and le�actual fluid particle travel
distance. Conceptually, the authors agree that tortuosity will slow
down the rate of capillary rise and that the magnitude of tortuosity
generally increases as the soil’s degree of saturation decreases, as
illustrated by the discusser’s analysis. However, information indi-
cating how Corey’s model or similar models could be incorpo-
rated into the authors’ analytical framework and whether such an
effort is amenable to analytical solution is not provided by the
discusser. Consequently, the discusser’s suggestion for improving
the authors’ analysis remains incomplete.

Inertial effects are trivial with respect to the magnitude of the
capillary head hc, which may be reasoned quantitatively by con-
sidering Lane and Washburn’s �1946� experimental data �Figs. 3
and 4 of the writers’ paper�. From Bernoulli’s well-known equa-
tion, the inertial head can be expressed as hi=v2 /2g �v�seepage
velocity and g�gravity constant�, which from the early rise time
data are on the order of 10–8 to 10–9 m. The typical capillary head
h , however, is on the order of decimeters and meters. Theoretical
c
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and experimental analyses of capillary rise phenomena in ideal-
ized capillary tubes have indicated that inertial effects may indeed
be important at the initiation of capillary rise. However, the tem-
poral and spatial scales bounding the inertial regime �rise time
less than about 1 s and rise height less than about 1 cm �e.g.,
Quéré 1997�� are insignificant with respect to the much longer
and much larger scale of practical capillary rise problems in soil.

Regarding the definition of the capillary head hc, Kodikara
considers it as a variable that is only uniquely defined under the
assumption of a sharp wetting front. The authors disagree. Similar
to the SWCC, the capillary head hc is characteristically unique for
each given soil; physically, for any given soil column at a given
structure, no matter how complex the pore fabric and correspond-
ing diffusivity of the wetting front, there will be one ultimate
height of capillary rise and one water content distribution at equi-
librium �i.e., the SWCC�. However, the available driving head, as
conceptualized in Eq. �1� of the writers’ paper, varies not only as
a function of time �position of the wetting front� but also in the
way that the position of wetting front is defined �i.e., sharp versus
diffusive�.

Kodikara suggests that when capillary rise approaches steady
state, vapor flux could dominate upward water transport. The
writers agree. Vapor transport, however, is an entirely different
physical process which occurs primarily in a different domain
�near soil-atmosphere interface� than that considered in the
writers’ transient analytical solution for the liquid phase in the soil
domain.

In summary, although capillary rise in soil certainly involves
additional complexities not embedded in the authors’ analysis, our
theoretical model and its analytical solution �Eq. �6� of the writ-
ers’ paper�, as supported by comparison with experimental data,
provides significant improvement over the previous analytical
prediction �Eq. �3� of the paper� for the rate of capillary rise.
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